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TESTING A THEORY OF LAUGHTER

Thomas J. Scheff, University of California, Santa Faroara

This paper proposes an.: tests a tneory of catharsis of repressed emotion.

Tr.e key concept in this theory is the balance of attention, a concept that

is shown to be equivalent to aesthetic distance. Laughter and other emo-

tional releases occur when one's attention is equally divided between a

distressful past event and the safe present. In the audience for a drama,

this situation occurs most frequently when the audience knows something that

one or.more of the characters don't know. The attentio of the Eiudience is

divided in this way: knowing something that the character doesr0, the

.
.

audience identifies with that character, and so participates in hi, distresS%

,

but also acts as an outside observer. The character's,awareness i discrepant

with respect to the audience.

To test this theory, ea tape was obtained of the audience response to a

play (Twelfth Night). There were 281 instances of audience laughter. To

predict these instances, the script was independently coded for discrepant
r.

awareness. For example, ths audience knows that the heroine, Viola, is

disguised` s a man. Every line. in the script in which she is referred to as

a man by a character who thinks- she is a man is rated as an instance of dis-

crepant awareness. 'When the instances of laughter and of discrepant awareness

are tabulated jointly, a moderately strong correlation is f-xand, providing

support for the theory of catharsis.

The'thesis of this article is that -a theory of catharsis will help to

predict the occurrence of several kinds of emotional response, of which one 4

is laughter. The discussion that follows will have three carts. First, I

will define catharsis, and describe the conditions under which it usually
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occurs. Secondly, I will outline the relationship between certain aspects

of a social situation, particularly the kinds of awareness it generates in

a social group, and catharsis. Finally, I will test, these ideas by applying

them to the laughter of an audience in a theatre. The first task is to

define catharsis.

The earliest reference to catharsis is found in Ar stotle. In the-

Poetics, he proposed that the purpose of tragedy is to the audience

of pity and terror.1 He believed that catharsis had extremely important

consequences for the audience, as individuals, and as members of a community.

His discussion is brief and cryptic, however. He does not define catharsis,

nor describe very clearly the conditions under which it takes place, and the

pecific consequences it may have.

In his analysis of the psychological response to drama, Freud is some-

what more explicit.
2 He argues that dramatic scenes move audiences because'

they touch upon repressed emo ion. The scenes need not be exactly equiva-

lent to the actual historical experiences of the members of the Audience.

There are certain human experiences, Freud thought, which are universal.

Scenes of separation and loss can be expected to restimulate repressed grief,

just as scenes depicting danger to life will resonate with the repressed

fear in most members of the audience. In Freud's analysis, however, catharsis

is not specifically defined, nor is there explicit discussion 'of the mechanisms

J
of discharge. A

4WilliamN. WimsattA Jr., and Cleanth Brooks, Literary Criticism, New York:
Random House, 1957, Chapter II.

2Rorman H. Holland, Psychoanalysis an3 Shakespeare, YcGraw Hill, New York,

p. 33.
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A Theory of Catharsis

In this paper, I will use a contemporary theory of catarsis as a

framework for analysis, t'h,e theory of Pe-evaluation Therapy. :nis theory

is consonant with the ideas of Aristotle and Freud, but considerably more

explicit about what constitutes catharsis, the conditions under which it may

occur, and the consequences when it does, and when it does not, occur.

According to Re-evaluation theory, there are four basic distressful

emotions; grief, fear; embarrassment, and anger-.
4

These emotions are

physical states of tension in the body which are produced by stress or hurt.

For example, if a stranger suddenly slaps your face, there is not only

physical, but also emotional distress, a mixture, perhaps of grief, fear,

embarrassment, and anger. The fact that these emotions are tension steotes,

can be most clearly seen in the case of fear. The toms of acute fear,

pallor,,, chill in the extremities, and rapid and shallow breathing, are caused

by tensiOln; constriction in the blood vessels, whichu.in erferes with the

3Harvey Jackis, The Human Side of'Human Beings, Rational I land Press,

Seattle, 1965.\ Cf. Thomas J. Scheff, "Re-evaluation Counsel ng: Social

Implications,' \Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 12 (1972) -71.

4There is close Correspondence between these four categories aid the emotions

suggested in Aristotle's analysis. His concept of terror corr ponds to fear,

and his concept of comedy, to laughter. Aristotle's conception of pity seems

to include elements of both anger and grief:

"(the association of 'pity) with undeserved suffering implies perhaps

some sense off' outrage.

Since pity, especially in tragedy, is often pity for the dead or the

bereaved, it is (also) akin to the shared or public lamentation which

is part of life in small and closely knit communities. (There is a

suggestion) that.the audiem...e luxuriated in community sorrow, 'sur-

rendering itself' to lamentation and taking oast in the mourning along

with actors and chorus. D. W. Lucas, in his commentary on the Poetics,

Clarendon Press, Oxfoni, 1968, p. 273; a discussion of Aristotle's

conception of laughter as catharsis may be fOund in Lane Cooper, An

Aristotelian. Theory of Comedy, New York: Harcourt Brace, 1922.

5
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circulation.of74e blood, causing pallor and chill in the hands and feet,

and constriction in the bronchi, interfering with oxygen intake, leading to

rapid shallow breathing.

The theory further specifies that 'in the absence of interference, these

tension states will be spontaneously discharged by convulsive, involuntary

bodily processes, whose external manifestations are weeping, for grief,

shivering and cold perspiration, for fear, spontaneous laughter, for embarrass-

ment or anger, and "storming" (rapid, forceful movement and vocalization) with

hot perspiration, also for anger. This theory provides, therefore, a de-

p
tailed and explicit definition of catharsis. The discharge of the distressful

emotions (catharsis) is defined as largely internal, involuntary processes,

whose invariant external indicatorS are weeping, shivering and cold sweating,

spontaneous laughter, yr storming with hot sweating.

Note that the theory makes a sharp distinction between emotion as dis-

tress, and emotion as discharge, which is not ordinarily made. We are

accustomed to lumping together, for example, the pallor, chill and panting

of the distress of fear, with the shivering and cold sweating of the discharge

of fear. The theory insists that emotional distress and discharge are two

different, and in fact, opposite processes. The signs of emoticiial distress

are symptomatic of increasing muscular and visceral tension, just as the

signs of emotional discharge are indicative of the relaxation of tension.

Our very language seems at fault, since the nouns which we use to designate

emotions lead us to think in terms of states rather than processes, as well

as not possessing suitable terms to differentiate between the distress of

grief, fear, embarrassment and anger, and their discharge. Perhaps a new

set of terms which are all verbs is needed: griefing, fearing, embarrassing,
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anFering, for the distress side of the emotions, and degriefing, defearing,

deemsarrassing% de-angering, for the discharge side.

If there is no interference, the discharge process will continue until

all of the tension is relieved. An infant who is briefly separated from its

mother in a supermarket may, when his mother returns, go through all of these

processes in rapid succession or even simultaneously, crying, shaking ande

laughing, and finally, babbling happily. This is assuming that the mother

will allow it. Many mothers, however, will usually not tolerate the noise

and inconvenience. The infant may be coerced into stopping. It would seem,

in fact, that in modern Societies, for most people, most of the t1e, there

is considerable interference with the discharge process. Children, especially

males, are not allowed to cry until they are finished, nor are they allowed,

especia'lly females, to press all of the anger they feel. Interference by

parents ("If you don't stop crying, I'll give you something to cry about"),

teachers ("Be a big boy"),and peers (Cry, baby; cry!) is more or less con-

tinuous and systematic. In the terms used by Tomkins, the socialization of

emotional discharge, e.g,, crying, is usually by punishment rather than

reward.5

Given the fact that the person can usually expec/ t his emotional discharge

to be met with punishment, an almost universal strategy is to learn to inter-
.

fere with one's own discharge: one learns ways to. avoid expressing emotional

distress. The boy who is hurt on the playground 1411 try to hold in his

5_ic7lkins defines the socialization of crying as punitive when the pg.rent

ounish,.!s and tries to suppress the crying of the child," and as reward when

t.r.e parent "tries to reduce the crying of the child by removing the source

also ty further rewarding the child with sympathy..." Silvan S. Tomkins,

:' :stress- anguish Dynamics: The Adult Consequences of the Socialization of
Cr,ing," Chapter 15 in Affect, Imagery, Conscious -ss, Vol. 2, new York:
Springer, 1963.
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crying until it is safe, with his mother or in his room. Whalrusually happens,

however, is that the techniques of controlling discharge are overlearned--the

boy seemingly forets how to cry, the girl to express anger, except under

rare, extreme provocation.

Given the more or less continuous interferences wit dischar3e, both by

others and by one's own, learned reflexes, mostindivid is accumulate massive

amcunts of repressed emotion, bodily tension which is always present, but

usually not recognized or acknowledged. We would expect, therefore, that

most members of an audience for a drama would come to the theatre with a

large reservoir of repressed emotion which could be discharged if the situa-

tion in the theatre is conducive.

The theory specifies the characteristics of the situation in which

repressed emotion can be discharged. The situation is referred to as the

'balance of attention," where one's attention is more or less evenly divided

between one's distress, which is usually connected with past events, on the

one hand, and, on the other, the realization that one is actually safe and in

present time.
6 The most common path to a balance of attention between past

distress and the safe present is achieved in the counseling situation, where

the client, while remembering and recounting distressful events, is, at the

same time, subtly and simultaneously taking the role of the counselor, and

therefore seeing his awn distress from the outside, as it were, at the same

time that he is fe'ling it from the inside. When the balance of attention is

achieved, the client is both participant in, and observer, of his own distress.

6
Harve Jackips, Elementary Counselor's .anual, Seattle: Rational Island

Press, 1970, p. 13.

8
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Under th.,17,2 conditions, the repressed emotion ceases to be too overwhelming

to co..vitance; the client becomes sufficiently aware of it to feel it and

to discharge it.

Deviation from the point of bala'hce usually keeps discharge from occur-

ring, or stops discharge if it has started. If most of one's attention is

absorbed by the distress, the distressful event is simply re-lived, as if

it were happening again. Just as one was unable to discharge the distressful

emotion in the original event, so one is unable to discharge it in the event

as re-lived. 0 e other hand, if most of one's attention is in the safe

present, the repressed emotion is not sufficiently felt, and again, no dis-

charge occurs. At the balance point, one is both re-living the event, and

therefore feeling the'emotions associated with it, but, at the same time,

Observing the distressfdl event from the safety of the present.

The concept of the balance of attention is the exact mchological

equivalent of the concept of "esthetic distance" in dramatic criticism.

Having too much attention in the distressful event corresponds to "under-

distancing" in esthetic terms, and having too little attention in the

distressful event corresponds to "ovesrdistancing." Bullough, for example,

argues that a work of art may be "over- distanced" or "under-distanced.
.7

Brecht argued that alienation in the theatre is a necessary counterweight to

engagement. Maynard Mack has written of the balance of engagement and

ment in Shakespearean drama,
8 and Kenneth Clark, finally, in his discussion

7Edward Eullough, "Psychical,Distance as a Factor in Art ands an
Aesthetic,

'Principle," British Journal of Psychology, V ('1912) 87-98.

8
raynard rack, "Engagement and Detachment in Shakespeare's Plays," in Essays

on Shake,:r:eare and Elizabethan Drama, Richard Mosley (Ed.), University of

Pres:3, Columbia, 1962,'

4
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of Titian, has suggested t:-.at such a balance is the hallmar of all art:

-...he could maintain that balance between intense participation

and absolute deta2-nms-nt wnich.distinguishes art from all other

h..:.man
**

From a scientific 73::nt of view, the theory suggested here is upproven.

There have been several st,_Idies whose results support the theory, but there

are also several whose results fail to support it. The research findings,

therefore, are contradiztDry. There isalso a further problem connected

with most of these st-^'Dz, in that their relevance to the theory presented

here is not completely clear, both fOr the studies which support and those

which, fail to support the theory. To'illustrate this .point, a brief discus-

sion of the limitations cf two studiei, one.with positive, the other with

negative findings, will follow.

The Karle et al. study demonstrates that Primal Therapy lowers physio-

logical indicators of tension such as pulse rate, blood pressure and body

temperature.
10

This finding supports the theory of catharsis in a general

way, but it .s not sufficiently precise to test the specific hypotheses

contained in the theory. The theory of catharsis suggests that it is the

discharge of emotion signalled by crying, shaking, sweating, and laughing

that produces the lowering of bodily tension, but the Karle study does not

0

demonstrate that it is this component 6f the therapy, and,not some r,th
----r-j

-which causes the'chanze.

9Cited in Mack, op. cit.

1 .C;;erner Karle et al., -:::ychoohysiological Changes. in Abreactive Therapy- -

Study I: Primal Thera7y, -Psychotherapy: Theory, Research and PracAce,

(S= erg 1973) 117-122.

C
10
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The significanct. 1-,:rxrwitz's negative findings, i4hich are probably

the most widely known studies of catharsis, are still lest clear.11

Berkowitz:s studies, tther experiments similar to them, awe not

actually studies of inler7a: todily processes signalled by crying, laughing,

and so on, but of over: sz-7ressive behayior. Berkowitz and his colleagues

seem to assume that anger tatharsis inevitably accompanies aggressive be-
.

havior. In the light cf :he -theory outlined here,'this assumption seems

quite dubious, in that f..r.-:oLement in overt aggressive behavior would,

probably lead to a lcss :f taLance of attention. The aggressing actor is

not apt to have part of =s attention free of distress, observing himself

feeling the anger. These studies of aggressing individuals are a far cry

from'the images of catr_alsis he d by Aristotle, who was considering members

of an audience vicaric.,:2'-.- oarticipating in the emotions of actors on a

stage, and Freud whose su-jects were patients recountingincidents from

their lives the safety of his office.

Furthermore, none of :he prior studies of catharsis take any steps

toward providing a balance of attention, or even bear evidence of awareness

, =

of such a possibility, with one exception. This is a study of reports on

successful psychotherapy which were traceable to events which occurred

within therapeuticsessicr_s, by Symonds.
12

He found that in the great.

-majority of cases (59 oat cf 68) success followed emotional discharge.

Symonds observes, on the 'tasis of the cases he studied, that a certain kind

of situation, which cicseLy resembles the balance of attention, opears to be

11Leonrd Berkowitz, Azzr,assi.:n: A Social Psychological Analysis, New York:

1`,c7Jraw-Hill, 1962. :n a re7few of more recent studies, he continues to hold

tne same view: "The 7=_se fc,r Bottling Up Rage," Psychology Today, 7 (July

1973), 24-31 -

l`Percival M. Symonds, 7:7.crehensive Theory of Psychotherapy," American

Journal of Orthopsyc'r.iatr-.-, 24 (1954), 697-712.

I
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.necessary before successful therapeutic discharge can occur: "Before abreaction

(massive emotional discharge) can take place, the client must perceive t14;

A

situation in a different way than he is accustomed to perceiving it, that is,

as non-threatening." This observation that the client must see that the

relationship with the therapist is safe before he can discharge, seems

s ar to the requirement of a balance of attention, in which approx ely

half i the client's tt tion is free of distress, aware that he is safe

and n the present. The one'study 13.,.s,eems to make allowance for the

fundamental principle of the theory of catharsis, provides support for.the

theory. Needless to say the positive findings of'a single study are not

sufficient to demonstrate the truth of a theory.

Identification and Awareness in an Audience a

Suppose a playwright wished to create a play that woulegive the audience

ample opportunity for discharge of distressful emotion, how would he use the

theory outlined here? The theory suggests that he is f d witri6two major

tasks: first, providing scenes whicr touch upon the repressed emotions that

are shared by most members of the audience, and second, to construct the scenes

in Such a way that the audience is sufficiently involved so that they can feel

the repressed emotions, but not so involved that they are overwhelmed by them.

In terms of the theory, the play must create condition which lead to the re-

stimulation of repressed emotion in the audience, under a ance of attention;

allowing them to be both participants in, and observers of, the ramatic scenes.

With respect to the first task, of creating sceney which tou h upon col-

lective emotion, the, theory is useful in only a very general way. JIt specifies

the four basic distressful emotions as grief, fear, embarrassment, and anger,

12



wnich sui-p;ests the need for scene3 of loss and separation, to touch upon

roorersec dander to life and limb, for fear, shame and humiliation, to

provo:e embarrassment, and scenes depicting injustice or inequity, to arouse

anger. With respect to the first task, the theory is not any more specific than

this. To be successful in arousing repressed emotion, the playwright must

be in touch with the particular emotional idiom of his culture and milieu,

perhaps drawing on his intuitive knowledge of his own emotions.

In regard to the second task, of creating a balance of attention, the

thecry is much more specific. It suggests the need for controlled identifi-

cation of the audience with the major characters, identification that is

sufficiently intense so that the audience participates with the characters

in the emotion-arousing scenes vicariously,.but not so intense that the
144,

members of the audience forget where they are, relive the distressful ex-

periences, and are unable to discharge. There are a Lmber of ways that
L

- IPplaywrights obtain identification with their characters, some obvio lnithers

not so obvioug.

One conventional way of getting audience identification with a character

is by making him or her an embodiment of the ideal values of the audience.

The hero or heroine who is physically attractive, courageous and intelligent

will be identified with by the audience, to the extent that it holds these

values. A.second tactic is the use of characters who are similar to the

members of the audience. For an audience of children, child characters, for

an aAience of men, male characters, and so on. Although both of these tactics

art ..cerul, they have severe limitations. There is score conflict between the

r1,11 the second, since if a character is to clearly be an embodiment of

iTheal he or Fhe may Feem stilted and artificial, too unlike the

13
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members of the audience, and not be identified with. On the other hand, if

the characters are too much like the members of the a'..;dience. the audience

may find them to be lusterless, and again fail to iZentify ...'ith them. Further-
.

more, the use of ideal.yalues and of similarity to create izentification is

ective of possible audiences. Since audiences differ in composition and

in what they value, ramas will lack universal appeal unless they use devices

in addition to va ue anti similarity to create identification. a

There is one dramatic device for creating identification between audience

and characters which has universal applicability, since it .s based upon

processes that occur in all human interaction. The device ray be termed

awareness Control, and the universal human processes on which it is based

are the processes of social inclusion and exclusion. The sharing of private

information between members of a group promotes a strong primitive sense of

inclusion, of belonging, and therefore of identification, between the members,

just as the withholding of this information creates a strong sense of exclu-

sion among those from whom the information is withheld. The pressure toward

identification is p?obably strongest, almost irresistible, when inclusion and

11/

exclusion are occurring simultaneously and visibly, for the oersons who are

being included. The sight of others being excluded, as he is being included,

seems to heighten the included person's sense of belonging to, and of identi-

fication with, the group. But thisAs exactly the situktion that occurs

almost continuously in dramas of the cathartic type; with the audience being

included in shared awareness with one or more of the characters, while one

or moire of the other ch acters are being excluded. The effects of this device

are subtle but extraordinarily powerful.

Some of the effects of-awareness control ha' been notei in dramatic

14
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critic:Lm. Wayne Boo'th has made an extensive contribution with his study, of

1the technique he calls "sympalhy throug the use of' inside views. ,13
His

work in this area can be illustrated by a passage from his analysis of Jane

Austen's movel EMma:

"By snowing mostof the story thrc.:gh Emma's eyes, the author insures
that we shall traVel with_Emma ratner than stand against her. It is
not simply that Emma provides, in -.he unimpeachable evidence of her
on conscience, proof that she has many redeeming qualities that do
not appear on the surface; such evidence could"be_given 'With authorial
commentary,rthough perhaps not with such force and conviction. Much
more important, the sustained inside view leads the reader to hope
for good fortune for the character withwhom he travels; quite in-
dependently of the qualities pevealed.".14 t

This passage implies, quite correctly, I think, that the more qne shares

awareness with another, other things being equal, the ma-e-one identifies

with the other, both in the sense of sympathy, which Booth stresses, and also
i.: ..., .

.

in the sense that is more important here, of more readily taking the point of

view of the other, of seeing things, if only momentarily, from his or her

vantage point. The proviso "quite indebendehtly of the qualities revealed,"

at the end of the passage by Booth, is quite important 'or our -purpOses,

since it suggests that siared awareness encourages identification, independently

of ideal values and of likeness. As we shall see in the discussion of villains,

below, this device allows the play to produce some identification with all the ;

major characters, including those who are utterly unlike, and whose values

are despicable to)the members of the audience.

This is not to say that shared awareness can overrule or replace other

sources of identification. It offers tine playwright a.device independent of the

11e,ayne C. Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press,\J.961.

/
'Booth, op. cit., pp. 245-246.

15
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1.!le an i the characteristics of the audience, with which he can increase or

identIt'ica'..ion with characters who are likely to attract too

1-1*.t1e linti::.:ation (villains, for example), and de.crease, through exclusion,

i:.:Iti!.11t1.on with characters who are likely to rec4ive too much (tragic

herez, r example) so tat the audience will not lose the balance of attention.

1

In c.her dramatic criticism,Ivirtually all discussions of the concept

o:*1"dramatic irony" involves some acknowledgment of the effects of awareness

control, albeit, in most cases,,quite indirectly. Some critics see aware-

nets control as tawdry and mechanical:

Vanufacture a misunderstanding and ret the audience in on it is a

cheap but infallible recipe for making a play.15

.A more appreciative position is taken by Bertrand Evans, who has used the

concept of discrepant awareness as the focal point for his analysis of

Shakespeare's comedies and romances.
16 Like me, he sees awareness control

az one of the fundamental bases of the appeal and power of drama.

The link between awareness control and catharsis, houever, is missing

from prior discussions of audience awareness. The basic point I wish to

make in this essay is that control of the amount and kind of awareness that

the'aud).ence shares with each of the characters provides, the playwright

with a finely graded means of assuring balance of attention in the audience,

and therefore the best possible chances for catharsis. For those characters

who undergo distressful experiences similar to those which have occurred for

members of the audience, c?ntrol of the degree of shared awareness can,pro-

duce partial identification, where the audience takes the role of the

'Farld C. Goddard, The :'easing of Sra',,,espeare, University of Chicago Press,

Ct:ica7), ic)()1,

Ini3ertrana Evans, Shakespeare's Comedies, Oxford University Press, London, 1960.
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cha-ac-.,er, yet is conscious of its own point of view, at the same time.

lilt rospect to these,characters in tnese scenes, the audience can achieve

a balar.2e of attention.

is a slightly different-i,ay of considering the balance of.a-tention

which is suite applicable to dramatic situations. In an area of/emotional
.

distress, if.one's attention is equally divided betw'n two coniladictory

7'
viewpoints, emotional discharge is likely to occur. This ccnc tion cor-

responds closely to Koestler's theory of laughter in The Act o Creation.

According to Koestler, we laugh at a pun because it'surprises?,us with two

contradictory meanings of a word.
17

Ordinarily, he says, we,are virtually'

enslaved to each of the separate meanings of the word, and unaware of the

conflict. The pun or joke is a situation which brings the conflict to

awareness, and, for a moment, we are libevated from blind adherence to

4
arbitrary meanings. through discharge, e.g., laughter. As in'Re-evaluatiop '

theory, Koestler believes that laughing and crying remove the.blockS to

creativity.

For an example of this effect, I. will use a scene in The Merry Wives

where Ford returns to his house the second time, certain he will catch

Falstaff with his wife. The first time, Falstaff escaped in a basket of

laundry. This time, he has disguised himself as a woman. At the moment

when Ford comes to the door, his wife sends her servants out the door-with

the laundry basket. The audience knows that Falstaff is not in the basket.

The audience also knows, however, that Fcrd will think thast Falstaff is in

the bazk.?:. Ford asks the servants what is in the basket. They reply that

17
ArtIr Yoest]er, The Act of Creation, Dell, New York,. 19'.4-. See especially

Chapter IV, "From Humor to DiscoVery," and Chapter XII, "The Logic of the
Voist Eye."

17
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it is laundry. In the one performance = saw; whon Ford shouts for them to

nut down the basket, the audience roare with They continued to

laugh as Ford threw item a: ter it m o' laundry out cf the basket. sIn our

analysis, we would say that, laughte,- occurs because the attention of the

audience is nicely balanced between t G exactly contradictory expectations.

They know that Falstaff is not in the t3sket, 211t they identify partially

with Fnrd, who has every right to expect Talstaff to be in the basket.

Identifying (partially) with a character c ught in an embarrassing situation,

the Audience discharges some of the emtarras ent from earlier embarrassing

episodes in their own lives through laughter, ince ,there is a balance of

attention.

The connection between awareness control and catharsis for an entire

drama can be seen by briefly examining the plot of a simple qomedy like

Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors. The plot of this play, like many comedies,

is baSed solely on mistaken identities, in this case between twin brothers

and between their twin servants. There is a series of misunderstandings

by parents, friends, lovers and servants. Audiences usually laugh as each

of the misunderstandings occurs, because, unlike the characters, they know

the source of the confusion. Suppose, however, that for a naive audience,

the play was produced without the introductory passage which explains that

there are two sets of twins. The production would probably result in no

laughter at all. The audience would be as confused as the characters by the

misunderstandings. The play, shorn only of one bit of inside information,

would unfold in a Filent theatre.

In the Comedy of Errors, awareness control is based solely on coinci-

aence, the identical appearances or twi,ls.

1.2

rn other plays, many additional
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o eevices are use,'., such as asides anti Cis-.ires an other forms

n misTevreLen:,atinn (suc.h. as lyin!,) an: the cra2tic- h' -..ng characters

or the audience eavesdror on others. A f..;rtn2r .:evice is a character's

supposed use o!. supernatural power. :')teron, in *.-17.s.._7,mer DreaM,

and Prospero, in The Temeest, who emp y c.aric, are retresent d ag invisible

to other characters, but not to the au,:ience, creatin.= awareness control.

In order to understand the fine structure of the link feetween awareness

control and catharsis, it is necessary to discu.is tne e e^t t. which the

audience shares awareness with a character in a play. The start ng place

for this task is_Evan's discussion of "discrepant awareness."

Discrepant awareness is the basic concept which Evans uses in his

analysis. The scene from The Merry Wives discus.se'd move provides an

example of its application. Ford's awareness is discrepant nith respect to

the audience, since the audience knows something that he doesn't know, that

Falstaff is not in the basket. For Evans, discrepant awareness is a funda-

mental principle of Shakespearian, and indeed, all classical drama.

The concept of discrepant awareness brings to mind Glaser and Strauss'

analysis of awareness contexts. The example they use concerns the-possible

dispositions of awareness between a nurse and a dyinz patient.
18

If both

the nurse and patient are aware that the patient is dying, and both acknowl-

edge this awareness, the situation is referred to as one of "open awareness."

If both are aware, but neither acknowledges his awareness to the other, the

situation is referred to as one of "pretense." If one is aware, but not the

other, the situation is called one of "closed awareness. Finally, if one is

ts
li'Lrney Glaser ar Anrein Strauss, "Awareness Interaction,"

American r.,;ociolo:,ical_ Review, (14)

19
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aware and other not, but suspects, the sit.:ation is referred to as one of a

"suspicion awareness" context.. The concep: of discrepant awareness would

appear to correspond exactly to Glaser ani Strauss' category of a closed

awareness context.

Method

To test the relationship between discrepant awareness and laughter

predicted by the theory, a tape of a dramatic performance was obtained which

included both the spoken lines of the actors and the sounds of laughter from

the audience. The performance was the Twelfth Night produced at the Ashland

Shakespeare Festival during the summer of 1974.

by assistant and I listened to the tape repeatedly until we had noted

every occurrence of audience laughter. We located each instance of.laughter

on a copy of the script. Altogether there were 281 lines of script in which

laughter occurred during this particular performance.

A second assistant coded occurrences of discrepant awareness independently

of the coding of laughter, on another copy of the script. There are a large

number of issues in this play about which the audience is better intormeh than

one or more of the characters. The most frequently occurring issue concerns

1

the heroine's disguise as a man. For almost the entire play, all of the

major characters consider her to be a man. Only the audience, and a few

minor characters, know her true identity. The plot is such, however, that

her sexual identity is continually referred to in the script. Orsino, whom

she loves, thinking her a man, employs her as his ambassador to the woman he

loves. This woman, Olivia, also thinking her a man, falls in love w th her.

In each line of the script that Orsino or Olivia refers t

aP

2 0

Viola as ran,
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we cod.:, it a: an instance of discrepant awareness.

An-ther ma'orreissue concerns the plot a.,--ainst Malvolio, Olivia's steward,

who aspires to be her master. Toby and Maria forge a let...er in wnich Olivia

declares her Isve for Malvolio. They then eavesdrop on him du long

scene in which he discovers the letter, reads it aloud to himself, and con-
.

Eratulates himself on his good fortune,. much to the amusement of Toby, Maria,

and the audience, whose awareness is superior to Malvolio's. The scene in

which :alvolic approaches Olivia, who is/oblivious of the whole plot, with

the assumption that the has written the letter to him, gives 'rise to a lad

number of instances of discrepant awareness in the script. At the same time

that the awareness of Olivia and Malvolio is discrepant with respect to the

audience, the audience shares awareness with Toby and Maria, who are present.

for this scene. The complex structure of discrepant and shared awareness

in this scene gives rise to a large number of instances of discrepant aware-

ness in the script.

In addition to these two issues, there are a large numhervf lesser

issues about which there are instances of discrepant awareness in the script.

For example, there are rtveral instances in which Andrew praises himdelf

for-his learning, courage, skill as a dancer, and his handsome appearance.

The audience; however, has been given to know that Andrew is ignorant,

cowardly, awkward, and absurd in appearance, giving rise to discrepant

awareness. The issue of Andrew's skill as a dancer and appearance poses a

special problem for our analysis of discrepant awareness, since discrepant

awareness in .this case depends upon visual occurrences, such as Andrew's

displa;: of fa.lty dance steps, and his absurd costume and figure which do

not ri7;ar in the script. We will discuss the problem of-visual discrepant

21



awareness at the end cf this paper. In our cotin;7 tf the script itself, we

found 236 lines in which dIscretant awareness occ_rred. There was no dis-

crepant awareness in 2J57 lines, the p:reat bulk of script.

If We tabulate the joint occurrence cf laughter and discrepant awareness,

the results are as follows:

Discrepant Yes
awareness

No

Audience Laughter and Discretar:
Awareness'in a Performance

of Twelfth Night

Laughter

Yes. No

A B
111 (47%) 125 (53%)

C D
170 (olf,) 2187 (93c,',)

281 2312

236 100%

2357 100%

2593

A

From the inspection of this table, it can be seen that there is a moderately
.

strong association between discrepant awareness and laughter. Laughter

occurs in 47%. (cell A) of the lines where there .is discrepant awareness,

but in only 7; (cell C) of the lines where there is no ,discrepant awareness.

The theory predicts the occurrence of episodes of laughter moderately well.

On the one hand, the association is not perfect; only 111 out of 281 epi-

sodes are predicted by the theory.' On the other hand, as far as I know,
At;

th-is is the only attempt to systematically predict laughter. Prior theories

are either anecdotal (e.g., Freud, Bergson, Koestler; or descriptive (for

example, see the studies reviewed by Mary Kay Rbth-gart, "Laughter in
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Younr, Cnildren.
"19 The generalization that Rothbart ma?.es.cn-the basis of

the descriptive studies she reviews cerrespohns veny cloFely to our formu-

lation of the relationship between catharsis anJ balance of attention:

...it is proposed that laughter occurs after conditions cf heightened

tension or arousal when at the same time there is a judgment that the

situation is safe or inconsequential.

The theory of catharsis is supported by the frequent joint occurrence

of discrepant awareness and laughter in this data. However, the predicted

,relationship is far from complete. The next problem is to try to explain

the instances which the predicted relationships fail to occur, that is,

when there is laughter without discrepant awareness, and discrepant awareness

without laughter, so that a more sophisticated investigation can be conducted

in the future.

The first and simpler investigation involves accounting for episodes of

laughter that occur. in cell C of the abo've table. Most of the 170 episodes,

I would guess, occurred in lines in which there was discrepant awareness

of a visual, rather than a verbal, kind. When I viewed the performance of

Twelfth Night, I estimated-that perhaps a third of the laughter was respond-

ing to visual, rather than to verbal, discrepant awareness. If this were

the case, an analysis which included visual as well as verbal instances might

account for half of the 170 episodes in cell C, thus improving the analysis

considerably. For this purpose, I wish to tape-record t e performance of

a new play, and also have two observers in the audience to record instances of

visual discrepant awareness in the course of the play. For this purpose, I
-

may use a film so that repeated playings can be used, in case inter-rater

reliability is too low.

19:!ary Kay Rothbart, "Laughter in Young Children," Psychological Pulletin,

80 (1973), 247-256.
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The second phase of the investigation involves cell B of the above table -

the 125,episddes in which_ there was discrepant aarenecs b..lt no laughter.

Vtccounting for these events is a more for7qidable task than the project

above. The theory of catharsis indicates that laughter is only one of

several-"emotional responses possible to discrepant awareness. The others

are grief, anger, and fear. Monitoring these audience responses is much

more difficult than laughter. In the projected research, I, would want to

explore the feasibility of monitoring physiological responses in a sample

of the members of an audience.

The monitoring of a fairly age sample of members of an audience has

the potential of solving a difficult problem in the analysis of effects of

catharsis. It is diifficult to document the effects of individual cathartic

reactions, such as laughter, because they are relatively rare have very

slight, even though cumulative physiological effects, and are subject, as

Lacey and Lacey have shown, to enormous individual var ions in response

20'
0

styles. Massive cumulative effects have been shown. HS4ever, this type

of study does not demonstrate what the changes are caused by, that is, the

changes could have been caused by something other than catharsis

course of therapy. The dilemma is that studies which show the speci

effects of single events of tatharsis, such,as laughter or crying, usually

do not show change, and studies of cumulative effects, which do show changes,

don't document that it is the cartharsis, rather than some other effects of

therapy, that cause the change. The monitoring of a large sample of an

audience, say a sample of a hundred persons, who are laughing during a comic

the

2 °Kar,le, et al., op. cit.
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drama, has the potential of resolving this dilemma, since the effects of

repeated laughter during the course of a two-hour comedy may be sufficien

large, on the average, in a large sample of prsons, to register physiological

changes.

ot
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